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About This Game

Sunless Skies is a Gothic Horror roleplay game with a focus on exploration and exquisite storytelling.

Command a flying steam locomotive

The only thing between you and the waste-winds, storms and cosmic lightning is your engine. Tend and upgrade it, buy
weaponry and exotic equipment, and keep her hull in good shape to hold the hostile Heavens at bay.

Explore a unique and dangerous universe

You play the captain of a locomotive, a steam engine fitted for off-rail travel: sailing the stars, leading your crew into trouble
and out of their minds. Smuggle souls, barter for crates of time, stop for cricket and a cup of tea.

Discover more of the deep, dark and marvellous Fallen London Universe, as seen in our previous game, Sunless Sea. (You can
play either game first, the stories coexist happily.)

Fight her majesty's agents, pirates and abominations of the skies

Face ships of differing factions and unknowable beasts each with different attacks and agendas.
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Survive starvation, madness and terror.

Manage your crew’s condition and your captain’s nightmares. Balance fuel and supplies against your desire for new horizons,
knowledge or riches. Struggle with sights never meant for human eyes. How will the dark change you?

Recruit officers on your adventures

Populate your ship with unique, upgradeable officers, each with their own quest to fulfill: an incautious driver, an incognito
princess, a repentant devil, and - dear god! - your Aunt?! How did she get out here?

Discover your captain’s past through narrative levelling

Reveal your captain’s past deeds as facets of their personality as you progress. Most captains will perish, but their actions will
leave a mark on the world for their descendants - for better or worse. Pass on some effects, and return anew to deal with events

that your previous captain put into motion.

The World

The High Wilderness is a wondrous vision of space: shifting, wind-swept ruins where the laws of the cosmos are not as we
imagined.

The stars are alive. They are the Judgements: vast intelligences that govern all things. But they are dying. One by one, something
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is snuffing them out, leaving their thrones empty.

Unfettered by trivial things like gravity, the Victorian Empire have pushed their tendrils into this new world, and their ambition
is savage. They have built a new Sun. The Empress Victoria reigns from the Throne of Hours, which gives her control over time.

Your Captain and crew must carve out a life between the stars. Will you support her majesty and the establishment, or the
working class rebels who yearn for freedom from the Workworlds?

Features

Multiple, intertwining stories with a depth and richness unlike anything else in games, inspired by CS Lewis, Jules
Verne, Lovecraft and HG Wells

Lush, hand-drawn 2d art

Four regions to explore: celestial wilderness, impossible industrial empire, pagan midnight expanse, and the mysterious
Blue Kingdom

A choice of play styles: build a lineage of captains as each dies, or reload your most recent captain and continue

Key remapping and full controller support

Who are Failbetter Games?
We’re a boutique games studio based in London, UK. We’ve been making indie games since 2009. If you’ve read this far, this

game is almost certainly for you. Come with us into the dark, delicious friend.
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The style of the game is what attracted me and although the art and music are pretty decent the gameplay is just very simplistic.
Every level just has a different layout but plays out the same way, you take the exact same steps every level to complete it. It
seriously lacks any strategy and diversity since all factions are 95% the same. The multiplayer is very vague and unplayable. I do
not recommend this game but if the developer were to bring out a new game and spent more time on the gameplay and forgot
about the multiplayer it could be worth checking out.. Game is really fun to play for a while. Only one major design flaw from
my perspective, which ruins this game entirely for me. The last objective in most scenarios is to reach a population of 150. That
means playing hours after hours with a population between 130 and (150 - n), where n >= 1. After you reach a population of
about 140, the game slows down birth rate and migration rate dramatically. I had more births with a pop of 30 than with 140.
Also every winter 1-20 stupid people die from cold. Every now and then someone dies because they refuse to eat or drink. So
you play hour after hour, you already have build everything, you have so much food you could feed 10 times as much people.
My prestige is nearly on maximum. It is simply not fun. Change this last milestone, or increase the birth and migration rate by
an factor 2 or 3. Otherwise I cannot find joy in watching my population stagnate, with nothing to do, besides every 10 minutes
hitting the alarm button, because Raiders attack. You could also give us an alarm bot, when raiders attack, alarm is don
automatically. Then I would let it run, when I am at sleep and would get the last milestone sometimes.. Palatte swap of Saaya's
basic outfit added to your dressup wardrobe.. I cringed at these nerds. Go and contrast CSGO players.. Hello i have big problem
since i played this game for years non steam, how to get that apc in mission whitch u need to clear outpost thank u. Fun little
game. I wish it had faster turning. Seems right for the price.. Click click click. You'll wonder why you keep playing while you
keep playing.. I've played as of writing this review about six minutes and I'm already like five levels into the game... that's how
short and ill-planned the levels are. There's very little effort involved in finding the key to the door \/ elevator or whatever it's
supposed to be to the next level. There are so many ammo and health drops there is absolutely no challenge to the game. Other
than a couple of doors in the way (that aren't even locked) it's pretty much a straight shot to the end of the map. So far I've
encountered two enemies: a soldier type that stands and fires and if they get close enough to you occasionally a glitch happens
where they cannot inflict damage, and a robot that fires a bit faster and has more health. Both enemies do so little damage it
hardly justifies the 20 or so health items in a map, and both enemies die so quickly it certainly doesn't justify the 50 or so
magazines worth of ammo you can find in each tiny map. From starting the game, the splash screen itself made it feel cheap as
it literally looks like a very poorly compressed .jpeg image circa 2000 from MS Paint. The music doesn't seem appropriate to
the game, a bit over the top metal that doesn't really fit the whole look and feel. I have also experienced a glitch where I can see
between the seams of walls into other rooms. This game feels rushed, and it's way too easy with there's virtually no challenge at
all. It's as if it was pushed out in a couple of weekends specifically to make some quick cash.. Fun game, a great time killer and
with the possible addition of custom maps or integrated leaderboard, I think the game will be well worth it's price. Also having
trading cards/Badges for the game is a good feature. I recommend to any people who enjoy Bhop/Surfing in CS!
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got boring after the 1st couple of levels but i could see some people enjoying it however since i didnt enjoy it i cant recommend
it but overall i didnt see it being a bad game. Great story filled with interesting characters and solid gameplay. A lot of
collectibles for people going for 100% playthrough. Beat it in 33 hours on normal difficulty with 100% completion.. I
recommend it but i Liked the old hurtworld So much better It just had a feeling to it but i think that this version has a great
potential. Well it's old thats for sure.
I tested it out and it is kinda confusing, however if you do like MMO's that have CLASS and style to it then pick this one.
You don't control one character, but multiple characters and also you have a ''family'' with a barracks that has your units in
them.
Basicly you have to make a Scout, Fighter, Musketeer, Wizard and Elementalist.
Well you don't HAVE TO.
SCout is mandatory.
And you can build them however you want them to.. The main character said the n-word twice

Definitley worth the two dollars

[spolier](Also the images are decent)[\/spoiler]. A really nice game that I enjoyed playing! The Steam achievements are easy to
obtain (after half the game, I already it made it perfect - in aprox 2 hours), but I continued to play, because I really enjoyed it!.
It feels unfinished. The movement seems hard to control.. Works right out day one, kinda rare for multiplayer games these days.
Ai bots in actual online matches are good enought that it becomes difficult to spot the diffrence between them and the players.
Only major complaint is they carried over the microtransaction system from the cell phone version but you can still get just
about everything in the game that is of any real value gameplay wise if you got skill so its not a pay to win. graphics nothing to
write home about but then again it does look silky smooth in multiplayer, no noticable lag spikes so far.

Gameplay is an odd hybrid of one hit your out tactical but still in your face fast paced and games go fast. Not quite tactical, not
arcadish, only way to describe it is its really like a virtual paintball tournoment, but a lot cheaper.

Lokey plays Co-op!:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mRtpCmn_ga8&t=2s

Watch Lokey and Bulltramaxx take on co-op mode in this hilarious video.

LANGUAGE WARNING: These guys have potty mouths.. v0.4.0!:
We hope that you had a wonderful Christmas and New Year! It's been a while since we had an update but this is a big one! So
let's not dilly-dally, TO THE PATCH NOTES!!:

- Survival Mode has been added and it supports multiplayer too! Teleport between several spots within the map and face
massive hordes of daemons! How long can you survive? Note: This is a preview version of the mode so some features have not
been implemented yet.
- The launch scene (The Hall) has been enhanced. Players can now teleport between three areas, each with their own functions.
You'll notice that some areas are a bit empty, more stuff will be added in future updates.
- Improved the process of weapon selection in Arcade Mode. The new design is pretty close to the future full version.
- Weapon selection interface in Challenge Mode has also been partially evolved to the future full version.
- With both above changes completed, left-handed users can now switch weapons for both hands directly when they choose their
weapons. Therefore we have removed the dominant hand toggle in the options menu. For those players whom this affects please
continue to give us your feedback.
- Fixed a few bugs that the gamers found and reported on our discussion board. We welcome you guys to give more feedback of
our game!

That's it! As you can see the game is evolving we hope you continue to enjoy the game and please keep giving us your feedback,
with your help this game will get better and better!

Until next time... say hi to the minotaur for us!. v0.2.0 Updated - Easy mode, Hard mode, Oculus and the FUTURE!:
Greetings Warriors! It’s been awhile since our last update but we’ve been hard at work! In this update we have added many
things you have been asking for, as well as setting up the foundation for some cool content to come (which we’ll also tease here).
We hope you enjoy what we’ve been working on and look forward to what’s to come. Enough rambling… TO THE PATCH
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NOTES!:

 Added two new difficulty missions for each character: Rookie and Hell. New leaderboards have been added to the Hell
difficulty.

 Improved the level design of the default mission for the Gunner.

 Chinese VO completed.

 The in-game text is now Japanese-ready. Arigato @Rikurus for all your help!

 Optimizations for Oculus users:

1.  Changed weapon switch in co-op mode - now press A and X at the same time. No more switching weapons
accidentally using the grip buttons.

2.  Easily turn using the analog sticks: Turn 30 degrees by pushing the analog sticks left or right, and turn 180
degree by pushing the analog sticks down.

3.  Shields for the Gunner and arrow switching for the Hunter are activated by pushing the analog sticks up.
 Added subtitles for the voice overs. This can be turned off in the settings.

 At the main menu players can directly interact with items using the finger point laser instead of touching them with
controllers. This helps players who have limited space.

 We changed the art design of the Warrior's shield - this is to remove any imagery looking similar to certain religious
marks. We do not want to cause any misunderstanding.

 Fixed a leaderboard bug.

So that’s it for all the new stuff in the game, but how about what’s coming in the future! Knowing that the development of new
environments, new enemies and new weapons will taking longer time than the regular updates and fixes, we have split our small
dev team into two teams. These two teams will work in parallel to each other and together they will be working on the following
future updates:

 Weapon customization - you will be able to choose which weapons to equip in your left and right hands.

 Player Progression and Collectables.

 Customization of your Avatar for co-op mode.

 And new environments, weapon and enemies which are expected to appear in the next 2 to 3 updates!

Phew! And that’s it …. for now! Again, we hope you enjoy the new update and are excited for what’s to come! Because we are
only getting started!

Until next time Warriors! Stab a minotaur in the face for us ;)

. "Dead Ninja Warriors" VR Bundle!:
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We are honored to announce that a new VR bundle with discount is available - and we are part of it!

'Dead Ninja Warriors' VR Bundle

This awesome VR discount bundle contains three top-selling and highly rated VR action games - Dead Effect 2 VR, Sairento
VR and Eternity Warriors VR.

•Dead Effect 2 VR puts you in a horror sci-fi shooter where besides your wits you get to use a bunch of cool weapons towards
the never-ending onslaught of monsters.

•Sairento VR allows players to take on the mantle of a highly-skilled cyber ninja with loads of cool moves and take down
enemies with style.

•Eternity Warriors VR brings even more immersion to its hit sister game on the mobile platform by letting you fight mythical
creatures straight from the dungeons of hell in virtual reality.

All three games enjoy very positive ratings and are among the most popular action VR games on Steam. Another common point
is that they are all multiplayer games, offering players an opportunity to play with or against friends.

This bundle is bound to scratch the itch for VR gamers who love the action genre and is a great starting point for those who are
just getting into VR, or looking for some high quality VR experiences at a great price.

. Eternity Warriors VR gameplay - Roomscale arcade combat with HTC Vive by Bumble:
https://youtu.be/pEF3t9uUTzU

Gameplay from Eternity Warriors VR, a VR action game where you fight off demons in roomscale with guns, bows, and
swords.. v0.5.0:
Greetings Warriors!
The Lunar New Year draws near for us and we will soon be having our annual holiday break to spend with our families. But
before then we have a new update for you to sink your teeth into! so without further ado..... TO THE PATCH NOTES!:
- "CUSTOMIZE LOADOUT" Added to Challenge mode! Time to mix it up.
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You wanna wield 2 big swords? You can!
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You wanna use two shields or two revolvers? Sure!
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You can even do this!

It's all about flexibility! Just pay attention to your TOTAL WEIGHT. So what are you waiting for? Go build your perfect
loadout and kill demons!
- Co-op stages rebalanced! Before it was waaay to dangerous to go alone when attempting the co-op stages by yourself, some
might even use the word "impossible". So now the difficulty will scale depending on how many players are playing.
- More languages are now supported! French (Bonjour!), Spanish (Hola!) and Korean (여보세요!).
- A Special Thanks to those who entered our tournament!
- Some bugs fixed!
And that's it for this update! So warm up those arms because those dual swords don't just swing themselves!. v0.6.0:
"It has been awhile, warriors. We last met 3 months ago. During this period, the development team has added a lot of content to
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the game. Let us check it out together.
1. More new weapons
Angel-type revolver - Stare

Devil-type shotgun - Plague

Devil-type melee weapon - Blood Feast
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New bow - Spread Wings

2. New characters, weapons training, unlock system. Now, players can use either Angel-type or Devil-type weapons to kill
enemies and obtain the corresponding blue or red souls. When fighting stronger enemies, there is also a chance to obtain rare
Original Sins, which can be used to unlock new weapons, enhance weapons, upgrade the hero’s base stats, or even to unlock new
appearances.
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3. Added a new enemy, Sinner, a type of enemy that drop bombs.

As there is a lot of content in this update, there are portions that we have not had enough time to polish. This includes the
translation of text, which has been rushed so far. This will also be a main focus of our future development.

Lastly, we would like to thank everybody for your support and patience!"
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